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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9 AM-10.30 AM| **Annual Meeting of OAP coordinators and OAPers**  
Coordination: Albane Grandazzi (GEM) and François-Xavier de Vaujany (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL) |
| 10.30 AM – 12.15 PM | **Workshop with ESADE research group in organization studies**  
“Politics and Organization Studies: Organizing as Generative Tensions”  
Coordination: Ignasi Marti (ESADE) |
| 12.15 PM 2 PM | **OLINE LUNCH BREAK**  
Possibility to join randomly allocated 3 people each Zoom rooms to have lunch with participants you do not know... |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.30-14.00 PM</td>
<td>Welcome address by Jeremy Aroles, (Durham University), François-Xavier de Vaujany (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL), Robin Holt (CBS), Aurélie Leclercq-Vandelannoitte (CNRS, IESEG), Ignasi Marti (ESADE), Anna-Morgan Thomas (Glasgow University), Julien Malaurent (ESSEC &amp; Meta-lab), co-chairs of OAP 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM- 3 PM</td>
<td>STREAMING YOUTUBE –keynote 1 “Time and the digital: Connecting technology, aesthetics, and a process philosophy of time”, by Pr Tim Barker (University of Glasgow, School of Culture &amp; Creative Arts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3 PM-4.30 PM | **Track 1:** Temporality and new ways of working (I)  
Session chair: Anna-Morgan Thomas (Glasgow University)  
“Temporal Structures at Teleworking Regimes”, Renata Cherém de Araújo Pereira (FGV) and André Carlos Busanelli (FGV)  
“Time and Passivity in a World of Remote Work: From Massive to Stretched bodies”, Leo Bancou (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL)  
“Working the time: Time self-management practices of remote workers”, Claire Estagnasié (UQAM) |
| 3 PM-4.30 PM | **Track 2:** Towards a politics of time in MOS  
Session chair: Juho Lindman (Gothenburg University)  
“Supersessionism and the Politics of Time: is it time for a reformation in organisational studies?”, Gabriel Costello (Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology)  
“Uncovering the ethical dimension of algorithmic mobilization to curb covid-19 pandemic: a sociomaterial perspective”, Martin Kyere (Aston University)  
“Algorithms, Temporal Auditing, and Silicon Valley’s Quest for Optimization”, Ingrid Erikson (Syracuse University) and Judy Wajcman (London School of Economics) |
| 3 PM-4.30 PM | **Track 3:** The multiplicity of times in organizing  
Session chair: Ignasi Marti (ESADE)  
“Process Studies and Temporality: A Time Multiple Approach to Organizing”, Yashar Mahmud (Stockholm Business School)  
“A A time for justice? Reflecting on the many facets of time and temporality in the justice service provision”, Marco Velicogna (IRSIG)  
“Depth and Verticality in Contemporary Digital Organizing: A Cinematographic Detour”, François-Xavier de Vaujany (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL) |
| 4.30 PM- 5.30 PM | STREAMING YOUTUBE – Keynote 2 “The politics of time and temporality in Foucault’s theorisation of resistance: ruptures, time-lags and decelerations”, by Pr Mona Lilja, School of Global Studies, University of Gothenburg |
| 5 PM-6 PM    | STREAMING YOUTUBE - Panel I: “The Politics of Time: Beyond Spatial Issues of Politics in MOS”  
Politics and power are much more explored in and through space than time. Is it a Foucauldian legacy? We want to explore here more temporal perspectives on politics and power for MOS.  
Coordinator: Pr François-Xavier de Vaujany (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL)  
With Pr Robin Holt (CBS), Dr Aurélie Leclercq-Vandelannoitte (CNRS, LEM) and Ian Munro (New Castle University) |
### 9 AM-10 AM CET: AGORA 1,2,3,4,5

Conversational space. Time during which questions can be asked independently to academic experts, in specific zoom session. These will be very conversational sessions (no presentations). Please send directly an email at the experts to be registered. Registration will be limited to 10 people per agora.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact: <a href="mailto:a.leclercq@ieseg.fr">a.leclercq@ieseg.fr</a></td>
<td>Contact: <a href="mailto:aaquino@usp.br">aaquino@usp.br</a></td>
<td>Contact: <a href="mailto:ignasi.marti@esade.edu">ignasi.marti@esade.edu</a></td>
<td>Contact: <a href="mailto:Stewart.Clegg@uts.edu.au">Stewart.Clegg@uts.edu.au</a></td>
<td>Contact: <a href="mailto:devaujany@dauphine.fr">devaujany@dauphine.fr</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Track 4: 10 AM-11.30

**Temporality and New Ways of Working (II)**  
Session chair: Yashar Mahmud (Stockholm Business School)

- “Organising hub-based innovation ecosystems: conciliating parallel cooperation and competition activities and narratives in shared space and time”, Magda Hercheui (UCL) and Sophie Watson (UCL)
- “AI and Temporal Organizing”, Catherine Lesperance (ESCP Business School)
- “Towards a Microhistory Method for Tracing Diverse Materializations of Time in Smart Cities”, Fabio James Petani (INSEEC), Greta Vignali (IMCA) and Jeanne Mengis (Università della Svizzera italiana)

### Track 5: 10 AM-11.30

**AI, Algorithms and the Force of Time**  
Session chair: Juho Lindman (University of Gothenburg)

- “Liquid Inclusion: From being undocumented to a digital platform worker”, Shyam Krishna (Royal Holloway)
- “The Great/Social Acceleration: Five “Deflationary” Notes”, Filip Vostal (Czech Academy of Sciences)
- “An Ethnographic Encounter of Time with Board Meetings”, Katie Scallan (Waterford Institute of Technology)

### Track 4: 4.45 - 6.15 PM

**Methods for Exploring the Politics of Time**  
Session chair: Jeremy Aroles (Durham University)

- “From new ways of working to new relationship with time: the " corporate slashers " case in a French large company”, Marine Dagorn (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL)
- Presentation of meta-lab (ESSEC). “AI in society: major challenges for our time”, Julien Malaurent (ESSEC)
- “Between the Temporalities of Inquiry and Dérive: Walking with John Dewey and Guy Debord”, François-Xavier de Vaujany (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL) and Aurélie Leclercq-Vandelanoitte (IESEG, CNRS)

### 11.30-12 AM

**STREAMING YOUTUBE: Panel 2 “Quantified Self, Ubiquitous Self: The Vertigo of Individual Temporality in a Digital World”**.  
Discussion about the self in a digital world that keeps stretching, omniplacing it. What can we be if we are and act anytime, anywhere in a transparent way? Is posthumanism an ocean of liquefied selves?
June 18th 13.30 PM- 6.30 PM CET

2 PM – 3 PM: AGORA 6,7,8,9
Time during which questions can be asked independently to academic experts, in specific zoom session. These will be very conversational sessions (no presentations). Please send an email at the experts to be registered. Registration will be limited to 5 people per agora.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track 7: 3 PM – 4.30 PM</th>
<th>Track 8: 3 PM – 4.30 PM</th>
<th>Track 9: : 3 PM – 4.30 PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History and geopolitics of time in MOS&lt;br&gt;Session chair: Katie Scallan (WIT)</td>
<td>Freedom, emancipation and time in a digital world&lt;br&gt;Session Chair: Albane Grandazzi (GEM)</td>
<td>From control to responsabilization in a digital world&lt;br&gt;Session chair: Gabriel Costello (GMIT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STREAMING YOUTUBE: 4.30-5.30 PM CET: Panel III “Exploring Temporalities in MOS: Potentialities of art, Writing and Ethnographic Experimentation”<br>With: Jenny Helin (Uppsala University), Pierre Guillet de Monthoux (SSE & CBS) and Elen Riot (Université de Reims) Coordination: Katie Scallan (WIT)

STREAMING YOUTUBE: 5.30-6.30 PM Conclusion: “What did we learn with this 11th OAP?”<br>Feedbacks and conversation with Dr Albane Grandazzi (GEM), Dr Yashar Mahmud (Stockholm Business School), Claire Estagnasié (UQAM) and Léo Bancou (Université Paris Dauphine-PSL). Coordination: Dr Anna-Morgan Thomas (Glasgow University)
Thank you to our great OC 😊
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